Measures of effect based on the sufficient causes model. 2. Risks and rates of disease associated with a single preventive agent.
We considered a simple formulation of the sufficient causes model, in which a preventive agent exerts its effect by preventing a sufficient cause of the disease from occurring, while leaving another sufficient cause unaffected. In a group unexposed to the preventive agent, a case of the disease is caused by whichever of the two sufficient causes occurs alone or first in the subject. Among exposed subjects, the preventive agent prevents only the cases of disease in which the sufficient cause it blocks would have occurred alone, not the cases in which the other sufficient cause also occurs during the study period. The proportion of subjects who would avoid the disease if exposed to the preventive agent is the risk difference. The risk difference varies over time, even when the rates of occurrence of the sufficient causes are constant. It increases to a maximum and then declines, as the subjects who have avoided the disease because of the agent later contract the same disease because of exposure to the other sufficient cause. This maximum and the time at which it occurs are readily computed from the incidence rates of disease among exposed and unexposed subjects.